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Our Aim: 

Through positive partnerships, our schools celebrate the unique brilliance of every member of our 

community. Enjoyment is at the heart of our journey to achievement, independence and academic 

excellence. 

 

The purpose of this policy is to provide an agreed set of standards, consistency of practice and 

equal opportunities for all learners. The principles of inclusive learning and equality of opportunity 

are embraced, and learning is promoted for each individual regardless of their prior experience, 

gender, age, ethnicity, Special Educational Need or any other circumstances. 

 

Our Principles: 

Learning is a shared commitment; we recognise that education involves children, parents, staff 

and the wider community.  

 

Through our core values of enjoyment, collaboration, innovation, challenge, responsibility and 

respect, our teaching and learning policy is a statement of our beliefs on: 

- How children learn best 

- What makes a great lesson 

- How learning environments support learning 

- How assessment, planning and teaching supports learning 

- How our curriculum supports learning 

- How parents and carers support learning 

- The role of monitoring 

- The role of governors 

 

We are constantly reviewing our practices according to the broad principles outlined in this policy. 

 

Children learn best when: 

- They are safe, happy and confident to take risks 

- They have opportunities to contribute to how the learning happens, choices about how 

they can present their learning and what learning might be next  

- There are opportunities to work both independently and collaboratively, sharing their 

ideas and drawing on inspiration from others 

- Their activities are explicitly linked to learning, and provide a rich and varied context to 

acquire, develop and apply a broad range of knowledge, skills and understanding 

- They are able to articulate their learning and their next steps for progress 

- They understand what to do, what the final outcome should be, and what success looks 

like 

- They have high expectations of themselves and experience challenge 

- They are encouraged to reflect and plan ahead, building on strengths, learning from 

mistakes, and making connections to prior learning 

- They can see their learning as relevant to their everyday lives and futures 

- They are supported by a partnership between home and school 



- There is a purposeful, welcoming atmosphere, supported by the school’s values and 

behaviour systems 

- Adults around them are highly effective practitioners 

 

What makes a great lesson: 

- The purpose of the lesson is clear (learning aspect is explicit) 

- Connections with previous learning are made by the teacher and pupils 

- All adults have high expectations of success and foster an ethos of self-belief 

- New learning is presented in a variety of ways, and in manageable steps, with effective 

modelling of knowledge and skills by adults 

- Adults facilitate opportunities for children to explore a range of strategies to develop and 

take responsibility for their own learning  

- Activities are appropriate for the child (academically and developmentally) and are 

explicitly linked to learning 

- Skilled questioning is used to assess learning, promote deep thinking and encourage 

progress 

- Time is managed effectively and values the opportunity for rehearsal, reflection (for 

example, ‘talk partners’) and collaboration as a means of developing knowledge, skills and 

understanding 

- Effective scaffolding (e.g. questioning, resources, adult deployment) is used to support 

inclusion and independence 

- Working walls, washing lines or other models are referred to in order to guide and support 

learning 

- Adults have high expectations of the quality of learning outcomes, which are explicitly 

understood by all 

- Pupils are given regular opportunities to review and reflect on their own learning, and 

receive timely, constructive feedback from adults and peers 

 

Learning environments support learning when: 

- They are tidy and uncluttered (e.g. shelves, work surfaces, windowsills, walls) reducing 

unnecessary distractions from learning 

- The relevant tools for successful, independent learning are available and accessible 

- Where possible, the wall behind where the teacher usually stands/sits to teach is free from 

unnecessary displays 

- Displays are used to support learning and celebrate the unique brilliance of every child.  

- They include visual representations of prior, current and future learning, which children 

access and contribute to within lessons 

- Where possible, displays are grouped together by subject – working walls/washing lines for 

maths, T4W, phonics and Word of the Day/Week 

- Relevant vocabulary is made available 

- Classrooms and furniture are arranged to support the needs of children within the class 

- Visual/written timetables are displayed, made explicit to children and embedded 

- Children are encouraged to respect the school space and resources 



- There are resources to support literacy and maths activities, clearly organised and labelled 

- Independence and communication are promoted (e.g. self-registration, help cards etc) 

 

Subject-specific learning environment expectations 

Maths English 

- Working wall 

- Examples of calculation strategies displayed 

(linked to MNP) 

- High quality resources to support number and 

calculation, accessible to pupils 

- Working wall/washing line 

- Text map and shared writing displayed 

- EYFS/KS1 - Phonics display showing sounds 

learnt 

- Usable display for the development of 

vocabulary (e.g. word of the day) 

- Reading area containing high-quality texts 

- High quality resources to support reading, 

spelling and grammar, accessible to pupils 

when relevant 

- Kinetic letters handwriting modelled on 

displays and in staff writing 

 

Assessment and planning support learning when: 

- Assessment is used to ensure that medium and longer term planning effectively structures 

the children’s learning and ensures a broad and balanced input and progression of 

knowledge and skills 

- Short term planning responds to assessment for learning so teaching is tailored to  

meet the needs of the children  

- Pre-prepared schemes are properly and effectively adapted to suit the needs of the 

children. 

- In planning and teaching, all staff follow the agreed federation/school approaches to the 

core subjects (e.g. Talk 4 Writing, Talk 4 Reading, Maths No Problem, Kinetic Letters) 

- Connections are made both with previous learning and other curriculum areas 

- Key vocabulary is explicitly identified (e.g. never-heard-the-word) 

- High expectations are ensured 

- Rich and varied learning opportunities are provided, including school visits and utilising 

experts where possible 

- The teacher has an opportunity to plan as part of a team 

- Accurate, useful feedback is given to pupils that makes a difference to their outcomes 

- Senior leaders are using assessment information to ensure success for every child 

 

Our curriculum supports learning by: 

- Delivering a varied, stimulating and enjoyable range of learning opportunities 

- Providing a clear progression of knowledge and skills 

- Ensuring coverage of a broad and balanced curriculum 

- Making explicit links between topics, subjects and real-life individuals in order to promote 

a richer understanding of the wider world 

 

 



Parents and carers can support learning by: 

- Reinforcing the school’s values 

- Reading daily with their child 

- Ensuring that their child attends school and arrives on time 

- Liaising with the school regarding their child’s wellbeing and progress 

- Modelling positive attitudes towards education 

- Supporting the school’s behaviour policy 

- Reading and acting on all information sent home 

 

The role of monitoring: 

The headteacher and other senior leaders within WPPSF will model high quality teaching, and take 

a lead in the monitoring and evaluation of teaching and learning across the Federation.  

 

As a staff team we seek to challenge ourselves and each other and take a shared responsibility to 

ensuring every child in the Federation is successful. 

 

Our values will provide the focus for monitoring activities resulting in the opportunity for self-

reflection, learning and development.  

This will be achieved through: 

- Formal performance management and appraisal of teachers 

- Team teaching and working alongside teaching colleagues 

- Pupil progress meetings 

- Learning walks and formal lesson observations 

- Effective feedback for staff, and opportunities for self-reflection and coaching-style 

conversations 

- Talking to children about their learning in lessons 

- Scrutinising work in children’s books 

- Overseeing pupil assessment records 

 

As a federation we have high expectations of ourselves and each other.  Senior leaders are 

committed to ensuring that all staff have opportunities for regular training and support, enabling 

staff to deliver high quality teaching and learning.   

 

To ensure high standards and promote our value of responsibility, staff will be held to account 

against the relevant standards, their role descriptions and the principles laid out in this policy.   

 

The role of governors in supporting teaching and learning: 

- Monitor the effectiveness of the school’s teaching and learning approaches through the 

headteacher’s report to governors and, where appropriate, discussions with subject 

leaders or school visits 

- Ensure that the school resources, buildings and premises are used optimally to support 

teaching and learning 



- Seek to ensure that staff development and performance management promote good 

quality teaching 

- Ensure that staff appraisal is undertaken systematically and according to school policies 

- Share expertise and talents with the school 

 

Review: 

Senior leaders and the governing body will monitor the WPPSF Teaching and Learning Policy, and 

review it regularly, so that we can consider new research changes in the curriculum, developments 

in technology or other changes to the school environment. We will review this policy every 2 years 

or sooner if necessary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix 1 – Phonics and Reading Expectations 

 

Principles: 

At WPPSF we believe that reading underpins all aspects of the primary curriculum. The size of 

children’s vocabulary is the most powerful pre-school indicator of early reading comprehension 

and reading enjoyment is shown to be more important to children’s educational success than their 

family’s socio-economic status. Direct, systematic phonics during Foundation Stage and Key Stage 

One is an essential foundation for teaching children to read, enabling them access to a rich 

vocabulary and a love of literature. 

 

Phonics 

The teaching of phonics forms one part of developing reading comprehension through word 

recognition.  

At WPPSF, phonics: 

- Is taught through a highly structured programme of daily lessons across FS and Year 1 

- Is delivered in differentiated groups according to developmental need and whole class 

teaching 

- Gives an opportunity in each session for children to revisit their previous experience, be 

taught new skills, practice together and apply what they have learned. 

- Continues for children in Year 2 who have not reached the expected standard in the Year 1 

Phonics Screening Check - daily phonics lessons are delivered as part of an intervention 

programme. 

- Runs in tandem with weekly spelling lessons. 

Phonics Assessment: 

- Children’s progress is assessed and reviewed at least half-termly to allow for movement 

between ability groups, and to plan interventions for those needing extra help.  

- The National Phonics Screening Check is performed in June of Year 1 - The purpose of this 

is to confirm that all children have learned phonic decoding to an age- appropriate 

standard.  

- The children who did not meet the required standard for the check in Year 1 enter again in 

Year 2 and receive additional intervention support to help them reach the standard.  

- As children enter KS2 provision is made for those children still requiring support with 

reading and spelling.  

 

 

 

 



Reading 

We recognise that for children to be skilled at reading they also need to develop skills in language 

comprehension. On entry to WPPSF, children are placed on our reading scheme. These are books, 

which are colour-banded, matched closely with phonic ability. Each colour corresponds with 

reading age.  

 

End of year: Reading book band expectation: Reading age expectation: 

Reception Blue 5 years 3 months 

Year 1 Orange 6 years 0 months 

Year 2 Gold (reading 90 words per minute) 7 years 6 months 

At WPPSF: 

- Children in FS/KS1 are heard read by a trained adult once a week - for children reading at a 

level below their age expectation this becomes daily reading.  

- Whole-class reading lessons are part of the weekly teaching timetable for all year groups - 

these incorporate both strands of language comprehension and word recognition.  

- Children reading below age expectation in KS2 take part in weekly intervention sessions. 

This may be within class or working with a SEN TA, following a specific programme.  

- The class teacher is responsible for keeping a whole-class reading log/folder. 

- An adult acknowledges that they have heard a child read in the child’s individual reading 

log. 

Reading Assessment: 

- Reading is assessed by the class teacher at least half-termly for children on the reading 

scheme.  

- This is done by using running records matched to the colour banding - running records use 

books at each colour. Children are tracked against 100 words. They need to read 95% 

without decoding or additional prompt to be working at that level.  

- All children are assessed against year group objectives for reading at each data drop. 

- Children who do not meet the expected standard at the end of Year 1 or Year 2 are 

assessed against the York Assessment for Reading Comprehension (YARC).  

- Potential areas of concern highlighted by the YARC should be communicated to subject 

leaders and SENCos. 

 

 


